
We have a great range of 
tennis and mini tennis posts 
for indoor and outdoor use, 
along with a full range of
accessories
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TENNIS



INDOOR TENNIS POSTS 
76mm square tubular steel uprights complete 
with brass winder. Epoxy powder scratch resistant 
paint finish. Fitted with non-marking wheels and 
floor pad. Fixed by one or two M12 floor plugs per 
post – see page 171

TEN/001/PST   £427.95 pair

TEN1009 2.5mm thick net  £51.39 each

STEEL 76mm TENNIS POSTS
TEN1001*  £232.94 pair

76mm square tennis posts manufactured 
from 76mm x 3.2mm steel that are polyester 
powder coated green, complete with heavy 
duty brass winder and brass pulley wheel, 
stainless steel net retaining bar, 359mm 
deep sockets which have a 79mm square
internal face and flush fitting hinged lids

TEN1002*  £295.16 pair
76mm round tennis posts manufactured 
from 76mm x 3.2mm steel that are
polyester powder coated green, complete 
with heavy duty brass winder and aluminium 
pulley wheel, four steel net retaining hooks 
per post, 322mm deep sockets with 79mm
inside diameter and fitted with stabilising base 
plates and flush fitting hinged lids

Conforms to BSEN1510 Conforms to BSEN1510
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TENNIS  •  POSTS
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TENNIS  •  POSTS & NETS

FREESTANDING STEEL TENNIS POSTS
TEN1046*  £557.68 pair

These new improved posts are suitable for use on any 
surface and the full regulation net height can be achieved. 
Posts come complete with heavy duty brass winder and 
pulley wheel and rubber pads on the bottom protect each 
surface type. Uprights manufactured from 76mm diameter 
steel, powder coated black. The steel posts are joined with 
pre-galvanised steel box section

INTEGRAL WEIGHTED TENNIS POSTS
TEN1047*  £1,457.20 pair
Posts come complete with ski plate and rubber bottom which 
provides grip and protection, spreading the weight of each post 
thus reducing pressure on the playing surface. Full regulation 
net height can be achieved, the net attaches to the upright via 
synthetic net hooks. Complete with heavy duty brass winder 
and brass pulley wheel. Overall depth of base (front of ski plate 
to rear of the wheels) is 1503mm. Front of upright to rear of 
base (rear of the wheels) is 854mm. The detachable uprights are 
manufactured from 80mm square aluminium, the 1.18m wide, 
base frame is manufactured from 76mm square aluminium, 
the rear ballast is electroplated steel with an aluminium tube 
external housing. Complete with two cellular wheels which
improve manoeuvrability. Powder coated matt black

TEN1048*   £98.76 pair
Base pad designed to protect the roller on integral weighted 
tennis posts

TEN1028*  £182.79 each
Black 3.5mm polyethylene net for use with the integral weighted 
tennis posts

TENNIS NETS
TEN1008*   £75.06 each
Black tournament tennis net, 12.8m long manufactured from 3.0mm heavy braided polyethylene with black banding on the side and bottom

TEN1009*  £51.39 each
Black tournament tennis net, 12.8m long manufactured from 2.5mm single twine polyethylene with black banding on the side and bottom

TEN1020*  £215.99 each
Freestanding tennis trolley for use with 76mm square 
freestanding tennis posts

Conforms to BSEN1510
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Our quality indoor tennis back drop 
screens are made to suit any hall size and 
in various different ways

Our indoor tennis screen can be hung from support 
brackets to main steelwork incorporating full
framework to all sides of tennis screens, manufactured 
from 33mm diameter steel powder coated tubes.
Alternatively tennis back drop screens can be loose 
hanging from steel tension wires or heavy gauge
aluminium alloy extruded trackway allowing them to be 
retractable if required

Tennis screens can be manufactured to incorporate
vision panels, pull out fire exit panels etc
 
Our Tennis division nets and division screens can
be hung from steel tension wires or heavy gauge
aluminium alloy extruded trackway

We can offer various types of nets with different mesh 
sizes and options to incorporate cotton screens as a 
visual division between courts. If screens are to be
provided we would recommend using trackway and 
can be supported by lanyard cords which prevents the
netting from stretching
 

Please contact our Sales Department on:

sales@universalservicesuk.co.uk
for a quotation to suit your requirements

TENNIS  •  TENNIS HALL NETTING
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TENNIS  •  ACCESSORIES, WINDBREAKS & UMPIRES CHAIRS

Other lengths are available to order

TENNIS WINDBREAKS 

Green 50% shade (120g/m2) c/w plastic 
fixing clips

TEN1014*  £117.04 each
Superior finish green net. Black vinyl 
banding and eyelets all round,  2m x 12m

TEN1015*  £157.47 each
Superior finish green net. Black vinyl 
banding and eyelets all round, 2m x 18m

UMPIRES CHAIR
TEN1016*  £407.32 each
Manufactured from Tulipwood and Birch ply, this robust umpires chair has a seat, 
arm rests and a desk. Overall height is 1944mm, seat height is 1562mm. Folds flat 
for storage

TENNIS ACCESSORIES
TEN1003*   £15.40 set

Set comprising tournament adjuster band and solid brass swivel
adjuster for use with all tennis posts

TEN1004* Ground anchor complete with eye  £13.60 each

TEN1005*   £24.86 each
Metal ground base for use on hard or grass tennis courts

TEN1022* M ground peg  £10.25 each
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TENNIS  •  RACKETS, BALLS & ACCESSORIES

SLAZENGER TENNIS RACKETS 
Constructed in “C” beam aluminium for durability and manoeuvrability.  
Suitable for all ages and abilities providing excellent value for money

TEN1030 21”  £16.96 each
TEN1031 23”  £16.96 each
TEN1032 25”  £16.96 each
TEN1033 27”  £18.38 each

CENTRAL ZONE TENNIS RACKETS 
Premium range, a well made extruded alloy frame in a midhead size 
and PU grip

TEN1034 Micro 482mm (19”)  £8.51 each
TEN1035 Mini 560mm (21”)   £9.07 each
TEN1036 Junior 610mm (24”)      £9.28 each
TEN1037 Intermediate 660mm (26”)  £9.58 each
TEN1038 Full size 685mm (27”)  £10.42 each

SLAZENGER TRAINER BALL BUCKET 
TEN1041  £78.83 each
Bucket of 60 Slazenger training balls

DUNLOP TRAINER BALL BUCKET
TEN1042  £76.62 each
Bucket of 60 Dunlop training balls

BALL GATHERING BASKET
TEN1043  £27.98 each
On its feet, it picks balls off the court, on its head it holds balls 
at waist height for serving practice, holds 60 balls

TENNIS BALL CARRYING NET
TEN1044  £1.88 each
Carries 18 balls

SLAZENGER TENNIS BALLS 
TEN1040  £5.85 each
The ultimate all court ball, the Slazenger Open utilizes a highly durable woven felt to 
meet the demands of todays wide range of court surfaces. ITF approved
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TENNIS  •  MINI TENNIS

WHEELAWAY MINI TENNIS POSTS (6m long x 0.86m high) 
Manufactured from 50mm x 50mm steel, polyester powder coated red. Easily
adjustable upright mechanism for three height settings of 86cm, 73cm and 60cm, 
complete with rope cleat net tensioner, and 6m long 2.5mm thick net which
features a fluorescent yellow band and 12mm rope headline. Posts are fully portable
complete with 5 swivel castors, 2 with brake

TEN/001/MIN*   £436.98 set
TEN/002/MIN* Replacement net  £88.62 each

WHEELAWAY MINI TENNIS POSTS
TEN/003/MIN*   £79.03  set
Polyester powder coated blue, 0.86m uprights are manufactured from 25mm
diameter steel, base is manufactured from 40mm diameter solid steel. Base is
complete with nylon wheels and rubber floor pads. Each base weighs 9.5kg

TEN/004/MIN*   £22.50 each
Mini tennis net, 5.94m long x 0.86m high, manufactured from 45mm square mesh 
nylon. Complete with white headband, cord headline and side pockets

SLAZENGER FOAM BALLS
TEN/009/MIN  £19.79 each
Bag of 12 Slazenger medium density foam balls, reduced bounce

SLAZENGER LOW COMPRESSION MINI TENNIS BALLS
The core of these balls has a lower internal pressure than a standard ball giving players more time to line 
up and react to shots.  This is an ITF approved Stage 2 ball

TEN/007/MIN Bucket of 60 balls  £67.37 each
TEN/008/MIN Tube of 3 balls  £3.93 each
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PRIMARY MINI TENNIS RACKETS
TEN/010/MIN  £6.71 set
This plastic primary tennis racket has a quality lightweight feel 
about it and is ideal for children before they move onto a strung 
racket. Length 48cm. Set of 4 in red, yellow, blue and green
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